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ABSTRACT
Today online social networks have a high impact in our society
as more and more people use them for communicating with each
other, express their opinions, participating in public discussions,
etc. In particular, Twitter is one of the most popular social net-
work platforms people mainly use for political discussions. This
attracted the interest of many research studies that analyzed social
phenomena on Twitter, by collecting data, analysing communica-
tion patterns, and exploring the structure of user networks. While
previous works share many common methodologies for data col-
lection and analysis, these are mainly re-implemented every time
by researchers in a custom way. In this paper, we introduce PyPoll
an open-source Python library that operationalizes common anal-
ysis tasks for Twitter discussions. With PyPoll users can perform
Twitter graph mining, calculate the polarization index and generate
interactive visualizations without needing third-party tools. We
believe that PyPoll can help researchers automate their tasks by
giving them methods that are easy to use. Also, we demonstrate
the use of the library by presenting two use cases; the PyPoll vi-
sualization app, an online application for graph visualizing and
sharing, and the Political Lighthouse, a Web portal for displaying
the polarization in various political topics on Twitter.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Networks→ Online social networks; • Software and its en-
gineering → Software libraries and repositories; • Human-
centered computing → Visualization toolkits.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, online social networks/media play a vital role in public
discussions of various topics all around the world [14, 15, 18, 19, 22].
In 2022, 190 million new users entered the world of social media,
meaning they started to read news and participate in public dis-
cussions about many topics [9]. Twitter is one of the largest social
media platformswhere users are free to express their opinionwithin
280 characters of text ("tweets") and engage in public debates. Be-
cause of the text length limit, Twitter is used, in particular, by many
politicians for posting short statements about political, economic,
or social topics to inform the public. On the other hand, citizens
themselves use to post their own statements, and discuss with oth-
ers by responding to ("quote") or sharing ("retweet") others’ posts.
As a result, Twitter plays a significant role in modern political
discussions and, frequently, opinion formation.

Graphmining and analysis on Twitter: User interactions on
Twitter (e.g., through comments, retweets, mentions, etc.) can be
modeled as a graph, where nodes represent users and edges repre-
sent interactions between them. Graphs and graph analyses have
been used to model and explore various phenomena on social media,
such as recommendation systems [16] (e.g, predict new connections
between tweets, hashtags, and users) , bot detection [7] (e.g., find
if a user is a bot according to his followers), or topic sentiment
analysis [20] (i.e. connect hashtags that co-occur in Tweets and use
node features and graph structure for node classification).

Polarization on Twitter: In particular, an important phenome-
non is polarization, where users participating in an online discussion
start to engage only with like-minded users and/or adopt ideas of
extreme views [13, 15]. While this phenomenon exists in every
society [13], it is frequently amplified in the online world [12]. A
social network with intense polarization comprises two separate
groups of users with confronting opinions. In a polarized group, if
someone starts to share an opinion that differs from the opinion
that the group accepts, then he has a high percentage of being
rejected by the community. As a result, the users of both groups
tend to adopt a single perspective, thus leading to a non democratic
discussion.

One common research methodology, but lack of common
tools: What is common in the majority of research methodolo-
gies and previous works on Twitter analytics is the graph mining
pipeline that consists of two parts: (i) A set of tweets are collected
using the Twitter API. The tweets are typically related to a spe-
cific discussion, which is done by using one or more keywords or
hashtags in the API call. (ii) The set of users and their interactions
are extracted from the meta-data and other fields included in the
collected tweets, and a graph is then created. Moreover, in the case
of polarization, several research methods need to annotate the users
in order to assign them in one of the opinion groups; while, here,
we can observe more variations in the research methods (e.g., based
on the content, such as usage of common hashtags [15], tweets [11],
or retweets [11]), in many works the users are assigned to a group
based on the accounts they follow. For example, followers of differ-
ent politicians can be attributed to different groups [11, 15].

Despite the fact that many works share this common methodol-
ogy, to our best knowledge, there are no available open-source tools
for operationalizing the graph creation from a Twitter discussion
(neither for automatic the polarization analysis). Existing solutions
include scripts that can create Twitter graphs based on the follow-
ers [1–4], but without tracking a discussion and capturing it in a
graph. As a result, researchers and practitioners need to develop
from scratch their methods, which requires significant effort or can
even be a serious impediment for non-technical users (e.g., from
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Figure 1: Graph visualization using PyPoll

domains other than computer science that are interested in the
social aspects of Twitter discussions).

Contributions: Motivated by this lack of common tools for
these common methodologies, in this paper, we introduce PyPoll1
(Section 2), an open-source Python library that automates the min-
ing, graph creation, and polarization analysis from Twitter discus-
sions. Specifically, using PyPoll a user can automate the following
tasks:
• Twitter graph mining: Using as input a list of keywords/hashtags
and a single method (one line of code), PyPoll collects all tweets
relevant to a discussion, saves them to a database, and builds a
graph that includes also node and edge features.

• Polarization: PyPoll can easily collect information about followers
of Twitter users, and based on this to annotate the nodes (i.e.,
users) of the constructed graph. Moreover, it contains methods
that use this information to calculate the polarization index of
the discussion.

• Visualization: Finally, PyPoll can create graph layouts and visual-
ize graphs without using any third-part tools (see Fig.1).
PyPoll is open-source and guidelines and examples for using

it can be found on GitHub [5]. Furthermore, we demonstrate its
use through two example cases (Section 3): (i) a visualization Web
application where the user can upload a graph file generated by
PyPoll (e.g., from their own collected dataset) and produce a share-
able visualization of the Twitter graph, annotated with user group
information, and (ii) a Web portal where we present data and visu-
alizations for several political discussions we analyzed.

2 THE PYPOLL LIBRARY
The overall architecture of the library is depicted in Fig. 2, and,
in the following, we present the design and functionality of its
three components: Twitter graph mining, polarization analysis, and
visualization.

2.1 Twitter graph mining
Input: A list of keywords and/or hashtags.
Output: A graph with node and edge attributes.

1PyPoll: Python Twitter mining and polarization library [5].

Overview: PyPoll receives as input a list of keywords and/or hash-
tags relevant to a discussion in Twitter, calls the Twitter API, col-
lects all the returned tweets and stores them in a database. Then,
it extracts information contained in the collected tweets to build a
graph, where nodes represent Twitter users and edges interactions
between them, and enriches the graph with node attributes ex-
tracted from the tweets (e.g., nb of tweets, followers, username, i.e.)
and edge attributes (namely, number and type -retweet, mention,
comment- of interactions).

While this Twitter graph mining process contains several steps
with technical challenges (as described below), PyPoll automates it
and enables users to mine and construct a graph with a few lines
of code as seen in the example of Listing 1.

Collecting tweets: PyPoll wraps the tweepy library [6] for collect-
ing data from the Twitter API. In practice, several problems may
happen during a call to the Twitter API (e.g., with a list of keywords)
that will break the collection process. PyPoll handles errors that
may occur, and automatically resumes the collection from where it
stopped. Moreover, in the case a user wants to update an existing
collection of tweets, PyPoll automatically detects the last saved
tweet based on its creation date and time, and collects only the
missing (newest) content. Finally, the collected tweets are stored to
a local database (MongoDB). All this functionality can be accessed
through a single method get_tweets (see line 4 in Listing 1).

Constructing the graph: The construction of a graph from the
collected data is again accessed through the method create_graph.
When calling this method, PyPoll extracts from the tweets in the
collection: (i) the Twitter users, representing them as nodes, (ii)
attributes of the users contained in the tweets’ meta data (e.g.,
username) or calculated on the collection (e.g., number of tweets in
the discussion), (iii) the interactions between users from the tweets’
metadata, representing them as edges and edge attributes (e.g., a
user retweeting two tweets of another user is represented as an
edge of type "retweet" and weight 2). This functionality allows the
user to create different graphs (from the same collection of tweets)
based on optional arguments passed to the library. For example,
depending on the use case, a researcher may need to consider only
retweets or only likes as graph edges [8, 17, 21] (e.g. paper [8] used
retweets for spam detection).

Finally, after creating the graph, PyPoll saves it in a format
selected by the user (currently available options are the -popular-
formats: GEXF, GML, JSON).

Listing 1: Example script for Twitter graph mining
from pypo l l import Twi t t e r , MongoDB , Graph
db = MongoDB ( . . . )
a p i = Tw i t t e r ( tw i t t e r _ b e a r e r _ t o k e n , db )
ap i . g e t _ twe e t s ( " # t e s t " )
graph = Graph ( )
graph . c r e a t e _ g r aph ( " # t e s t " , db , { . . . } )

2.2 Polarization
Input: Two or more Twitter accounts.
Output: Polarization analysis of the graph.
Overview: Given a set of Twitter accounts (corresponding to dif-
ferent "opinions", e.g., accounts of two political parties), PyPoll
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Figure 2: PyPoll: Polarization Library pipeline.

collects their followers, finds which of them are also in an existing
collection of tweets (Section 2.1), annotates the nodes in the Twitter
graph, and calculates the polarization index of the graph.

These polarization analysis steps are automated by PyPoll, and
can be accessed through a few lines of code as in the example of
Listing 2.

Opinion attribution: In the polarization analysis we consider (and
similarly to several previous works [11, 15]), users are assigned to
an "opinion" (or, "group" or community) based on the account(s)
they follow. For example, following the account of a specific politi-
cal party can be used as an indication for the political attribution
of the user [15]. PyPoll implements this methodology, by collect-
ing all the followers of two given Twitter accounts (see method
get_followers in lines 1-2 in Listing 2). Similarly to the graph
mining methods (Section 2.1), PyPoll handles in the background
potential errors in the follower collection process. Then, it finds
which of the collected followers appear also in an existing collection
of tweets, and adds the inferred attributed opinion as an extra node
label for these users.

Polarization index: After the node labeling, the user can use
PyPoll to calculate the polarization of the graph/discussion, using
the get_polarization method (line 4 in Listing 2), which takes
as input a polarization metric, such as the Friedkin & Johnsen
[15] or the Random Walk Controversy [11]. PyPoll implements
the corresponding methods and calculates the metric, which takes
values in the range between 0 (no polarization) to 1 (very polarized
discussion).

Listing 2: Example code for polarization analysis of a graph
. . .
a p i . g e t _ f o l l ow e r s ( " username_A " )
ap i . g e t _ f o l l ow e r s ( " username_B " )
. . .
o p t i o n s = {

. . .
" u s e r s " : { " username_A " , " username_B " }

}
graph . c r e a t e _ g r aph ( " # t e s t " , db , o p t i o n s )
graph . g e t _ p o l a r i z a t i o n ( [ " f j " , " rwc " ] )

2.3 Visualization
Input: A Twitter graph file.
Output: An interactive visualization of the graph.
Overview: Visualization of graphs can sometimes quickly reveal
insights that are not easily captured by graph metrics, e.g., structure
of communities, and thus is a useful component several graph
analyses tasks. PyPoll can be used to easily (see example code in
Listing 3) create a graph layout and visualize a generated graph
(Section 2.1), with the option of coloring nodes according to their
attributed opinions (Section 2.2). An example visualization of PyPoll
is given in Fig. 1.

PyPoll implements the Fruchterman-Reingold force-directed al-
gorithm [10] to create the graph layout, as well as an in-build visu-
alization tool that enables the user to interact with the graph (e.g,
zoom-in/out, navigation, node selection). It is important to note that
with PyPoll, the user does not need any third-party visualization
tools.

Listing 3: Example code for graph visualization
. . .
graph . c r e a t e _ l a y o u t ( " # t e s t . g ex f " , { . . . } )
p l o t = GraphP lo t ( )
p l o t . show ( " # t e s t . g ex f " )

3 USE CASES
We demonstrate the use of PyPoll through two use cases, a visual-
ization Web application (Section 3.1) and a Web portal with polar-
ization analyses of political discussions on Twitter (Section 3.2).

3.1 PyPoll visualization app
We implemented a Web application, where users can easily create
and share online visualization of graphs. A user uploads a GEXF
graph file (e.g., created by PyPoll), and receives a URLwith an online
visualization of the uploaded graph. The URL can be shared with
anyone and other users can view and interact with the graph online
through the browser without restrictions (i.e. create an account).
For security reasons, users that want to create visualizations need
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to create an account (for free) and login, whereas for accessing a
visualization no account is needed.2

The Web application consists of three components: the frontend,
the backend and the Python SDK. The frontend is implemented in
ReactJS3 (HTML/CSS/JavaScript) and deployed in a NGINX web
server4. The backend is implemented with FastAPI5 and MongoDB
and the Python SDK is implemented in Python. The code for the
entire Web app is available on GitHub6 under the MIT license.

3.2 Political Lighthouse
A use case for PyPoll is the exploration of discussions on Twitter
related to political topics. To this end, we developed the Politi-
cal Lighthouse7, a web page that explores polarization in Greek
political discussions on Twitter.

Specifically, we collected tweets for several political discussions,
including topics related to political parties, the energy crisis, and
national issues. Each discussion corresponds to a different hashtag
that was trending during the collection period. For the opinion at-
tribution, we collected the followers of the accounts corresponding
to heads of two major political parties (a liberal-conservative and a
left-wing political party). Then, we visualized the generated graphs
and presented them in the web page, along with statistics about the
discussions (number of participating users, number of tweets, etc.)
and their polarization.

4 CONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented PyPoll, an open-source Python
library that can be used to automate collection of tweets relevant
to a discussion, create a graph out of them, collect data and analyze
polarization, and visualize graphs. Our design principles for PyPoll
were generality (e.g., can be applied to any discussion, and offers
several options for graph creation and visualization) and ease of use.
Researchers and practitioners can use PyPoll to create, analyze and
visualize Twitter discussions with few lines of codes, thus avoid-
ing technical complexities involved in these tasks. Furthermore,
through the PyPoll visualization app we demonstrated, users can
share their graphs about different topics easily. We believe that
PyPoll can facilitate research in social computing topics; as in the
example of the Political Lighthouse web page we presented.

PyPoll can be further extended in the future, e.g., by imple-
menting more opinion attribution methods (e.g., based on content,
such as, hashtags used in tweets), or more polarization metrics and
methodologies.
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